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BUILDING ON NEW DATA 
TO ACCELERATE ADVOCACY 
& RESPONSE FOR AND WITH 
ADOLESCENTS
“If we know more about our adolescents, we 
can do better to protect and provide for them. In 
turn, when we do this, our children can survive 
and thrive. Better results for adolescents 
mean we have a much stronger foundation for 
growth and development of our communities, 
of our districts, and our country.”
-Dr. Susan Kasedde, UNICEF Representative

According to the fifth round of the Multiple 
Indicator Cluster Survey (MICS5) Report, 
about one in every five Belizeans (22%) is 
an adolescent aged 10 – 19 years. UNICEF 
Belize’s Monitoring and Evaluation Officer 
Paulette Wade said, “Belize has made 
significant strides in strengthening health and 
development outcomes in children over the 
last two decades by putting in place child-
sensitive policies and strategies, expanding 
access to and quality of services, improving 
data systems to track and inform planning, 
as well as measures to bridge access for the 
most vulnerable through social protection 
programmes and national health insurance.”  

Even as this is recognized, the MICS 5 data 
show significant disparities in multiple 
indicators, between geographic regions, age 
groups and sexes. Importantly, the report 
shows significant gaps affecting children in 
the second decade of life – adolescents. These 
gaps span all areas from protection to access 
to services, information and opportunities for 
empowerment.  In July, UNICEF along with 
national partners including the Office of the 

Special Envoy for Women & Children, the 
National Committee for Families and Children, 
Ministry of Labour, Local Government and 
Rural Development, the Ministry of Human 
Development, Social Transformation & Poverty 
Alleviation, the Ministry of Health, the National 
AIDS Commission, PAHO and UNFPA gathered 
to hear from adolescents from across Belize. 
The four (4) day consultative meeting was 
structured to allow adolescents to highlight 
their greatest concerns, to share their views 
and perceptions on the national response; and 
most valuably, to voice their recommendations 
for addressing adolescent issues more 
equitably and sustainably. 

The consultation came after the June 2017 
launch of the Children’s Agenda 2017-2030, and 
marks a national commitment to dialogue with 
adolescents in the identification of programs 
and solutions to issues that affect their lives. 
The four-day dialogue identified priorities 
for advocacy and communication. Among 
the issues identified were physical violence, 
sexual violence,  suicide and mental health, 
teen pregnancy, poor health services for 
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adolescents, and cyberbullying including child 
pornography. The adolescent participants 
represented the Children’s Advisory Bodies 
that have been integrated into all of Belize’s 
nine (9) municipalities to provide a perspective 
from children as a part of local governance.  

It has been proven that when their health and 
potential are well-protected and developed, 
adolescents offer a triple dividend to countries: 
benefits for now, for their future and for future 
generations. Gaps in the social support and 
environment seen in Belize threaten the health 
and development of adolescents, undermine 
the progress established in building child 
health, and pose a significant and long-lasting 
threat to the overall national development.  
Speaking at the consultation on adolescents, 
Special Envoy for Women & Children Mrs. Kim 
Simplis Barrow said, “It is precisely because we 
recognize that investing in our most vulnerable 
yields greater dividends, changes the national 
landscape for our adolescents, and indeed 
for our nation that we remain committed to 
address issues of teenage pregnancy and 

childbearing, adolescent access to sexual 
and reproductive health services, early age 
marriage and violence in adolescence. To 
do this, we must speak with the children and 
adolescents.  We must hear their voices and 
act on their recommendations.”

The National Children’s Agenda in Belize 
advocates for a shift from solely government-
led to a wider partnership for a holistic 
approach to child and adolescent-centred 
development. The Agenda points out that 
only this broad public-private-community 
partnership will ensure achievement of equity, 
efficient and effective implementation and 
sustainable impact.  Describing the opportunity 
that the Children’s Agenda offers for equity 
and accelerated action on adolescents in 
Belize, the Executive Director for the National 
Committee for Families and Children Ms. 
Margaret Nicholas said, “Our action towards 
addressing children and adolescents’ issues 
focuses on all adolescents while giving priority 
to those most marginalized and disadvantaged. 
We recognize that to achieve greater equity, 

some children and adolescents will require 
more support. For these children, particular 
inequalities and structural challenges need to 
be tackled.” 

Following three days of interaction with the 
adolescents, the consultation wrapped up 
on Friday, July 14, 2017 with the adolescents 
presenting their analysis of the issues 
identified and recommendations for the 
way forward through mini-dramas that they 
had scripted to demonstrate the power of 
creative, adolescent-led communication.  
UNICEF is continuing our work with partners 
and adolescents to build on the knowledge, 
skills, resources and data to mount a national 
communication and advocacy campaign on 
adolescents that aims to foster a national 
discussion about the issues identified and to 
promote adolescent engagement for social 
change in Belize.

To learn more about UNICEF’s work in 
adolescence, kindly visit: 

https://www.unicef.org/adolescence/

© UNICEFBelize/2017/DIsaacs-Haylock
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ACTION IN BELIZE

“Houn sun irahüñü” meaning 
“For all the children” … The 
words from the indigenous 
language of Garifuna meaning 
“for all the children” is 
the name chosen for our 
newsletter. It embodies the 
mission of our organization… 
advocating for the rights of 

every child, ensuring that 
every child has a fair chance 
to a high quality of life. 
The Garifuna language was 
recognized on May 18, 2001 
by UNESCO as “Masterpiece 
of the Oral and Intangibles 
Heritage of Humanity”. The 
purpose of the newsletter is to 

highlight the work of UNICEF 
Belize implemented alongside 
our collaboration and 
partnership with government, 
civil society, children, 
adolescents and other national 
partners. 

UNICEF’s commitment to Belize dates back to 1954. Environmental health, vector control, 
school feeding and the provision of primary school textbooks and supplies were initially 

a part of our work in the country. The UNICEF office was established in 1981, the same year 
that Belize gained its independence.

Presently, UNICEF’s Country Programme in Belize focuses on national policy and 
programme support with the Government of Belize as well as partnerships with 

children, communities and other actors to achieve child-sensitive, equitable and 
sustainable development. The Country Programme priorities include reducing 
multidimensional poverty and strengthening child rights monitoring, strengthening 
lifelong learning, young child survival and child and adolescent well-being, and 

strengthening access to justice and reducing violence. As a partner in efforts to shape 
a Belize fit for children and women, UNICEF has supported education efforts, early 
childhood development, legal and institutional reform, and stronger systems for child 
justice and health for children and adolescents, child and adolescent participation, 

data management, monitoring and evaluation. 

As one of the UN system partners in Belize, 
UNICEF supports the implementation of the 

United Nations Multi-Country Sustainable 
Development Framework (UNMSDF) that 
aligns the signed Country Programme 
Document 2017-2021, with the country’s 
Growth and Sustainable Development 
Strategy (GSDS), the Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs) and the new 
National Result Framework for Children 
and Adolescents (the Children’s Agenda).  
UNICEF’s work for children is guided by 
the Convention on the Rights of the Child 
and our work in Belize aims to ensure that 
Belize can achieve inclusive and sustainable 
development through social transformations 
and establishment of systems and 
programmes that recognize, protect and fulfil 
the rights of every child, particularly the most 
vulnerable.

ABOUT OUR NEWSLETTER

WWW.UNICEF.ORG/BELIZE

http://www.unicef.org/belize/
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BUILDING RESILIENCE, FACILITATING RECOVERY IN TIMES OF EMERGENCIES

June to November is high alert time for Belize as we monitor the hurricane season and ensure 
that we are fully prepared to face any eventualities.  In July 2017, to strengthen national capacity 

for preparedness, UNICEF, the Ministry of Labour, Local Government and Rural Development and 
the National Emergency Management Organization partnered with facilitators from Saint Lucia to 
support a week-long Training of Trainers workshop in a technique called “Return to Happiness” 
an approach first used in Mozambique in 1992 to support children recovering from the civil war. 
This concept and methodology are recognized as a key initiative for children in emergencies 
geared towards building resilience and facilitating recovery. Designed specifically for children 
or young persons who have experienced traumatic events, such as disasters, fires, and/or death, 
Return to Happiness methodology creates opportunities for engagement and interaction with 
children in a manner which allows them to process their experiences.  This is done through a 
series of guided play activities aimed at reducing their anxieties.

The goal of emergency preparedness programmes worldwide is to achieve a satisfactory level of 
readiness to respond to any emergency by strengthening the technical and managerial capacity 
of governments, organizations, and communities and by preparing an effective response plan 
and clarifying emergency processes and procedures. Preparedness include measures that lead 
to logistical readiness to deal with disasters. Preparedness can be enhanced by establishing 
clear response mechanisms and procedures, conducting simulations, defining long-term and 
short-term mitigation and response strategies, conducting public education and building early 
warning systems. While during the preparedness phase, governments, organizations, and 
individuals develop plans to save lives, minimize damages from impacts of hazards, and enhance 
disaster response operations, efforts to build resilience and facilitate recovery in children should 
also include attention to capacity for psychosocial support for children and persons who have 
experienced the trauma of the emergency or disaster. 

Denise Robateau, UNICEF Early Childhood Development Officer and co-facilitator for the training 
explained, “The partnership with the team from St Lucia and the successful introduction of 
Return to Happiness methodology into the work and toolkit of providers supporting emergency 
response in Belize is a great example of how programme activities can be adapted to ensure that 
they are culturally relevant, while maintaining the key focus – healthier children. We can now be 
confident that we’ll know more about what we can do in the aftermath of a disaster, create and 
make use effectively of safe spaces for the children to help them share and express themselves 
and thus recover more steadily and build resilience”. 

The Return to Happiness programme has been used in post-disaster response efforts in several 
areas across the region of Latin America and the Caribbean, including Saint Lucia (2010 & 2014) 
and more recently in the Commonwealth of Dominica (2016) and Ecuador (2017). The methodology 
utilizes various child-friendly approaches such as drawings, songs, poems, drama, games and 
puppets, to facilitate expression in children.

Chief Executive Officer in the Ministry of Labour, Local Government and Rural Development Mr. 
Kerry Belisle remarked, “Experience shows that we can deliver life-saving assistance more quickly 
and cost-effectively if we are better prepared. This includes preparing by building resilience and 
facilitating recovery of our people. By investing time and resources in the preparedness phase 
of the disaster risk management cycle, we can develop the mechanisms and systems needed to 
respond when crises arise.”

UNICEF research indicates that on average every $1 spent on emergency preparation allows for 
savings of more than $2 in the emergency response, and that preparedness saves responders 
over a week of operational time – doubling the impact of government resources as well as donors’ 
and taxpayers’ contributions. Emergency preparedness enables a humanitarian response that 
places people, particularly children affected by an emergency, at the centre of the response. 
The one-week long training included a critical component for identification of children who 
are adversely affected psychologically by trauma associated with emergencies and strategies 
for efficiently and sensitively linking them to appropriate follow-up interventions such as “one 
on one” counselling and resilience-building programmes with children and their parents.  The 
training also provided national trainers with information how to develop appropriate activities 

relevant to children.

Since the training in July, UNICEF has worked 
with government partners in the Ministries of 
Local Government and Hunan Development 
to implement a Return to Happiness training 
in southern Belize, Punta Gorda Town.  A 
full roster for the roll out of trainings in other 
municipalities is being developed as well as the 
development of a full program for emergency 
response which includes the training series in 
Return to Happiness.

To learn more about UNICEF’s work in 
Emergencies, kindly visit:

 https://www.unicef.org/what-we- do#unicef-
emergencies

© UNICEFBelize/2017/DIsaacs-Haylock |Trainees dramatizing the rights of children as per the CRC
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Drawings of children expressing their concerns and the rights of children from their perspective

© UNICEFBelize/2017/DIsaacs-Haylock 

Drawings of children expressing their concerns and the rights of children from their perspective
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Our children are the most vulnerable in our 
society yet they are incredibly resilient. 

Children are naturally inclined to question and 
shift boundaries  and to innovate. Our greatest 
hope for realization of the most ambitious 
social transformations and development goals 
lies in this enduring quality in children – a 
quality we must nurture and protect. Children 
depend on adults  at all levels to look out for 
their best interests in all decisions affecting 
them, and to promote, protect and fulfil their 
rights.  We owe children a life free of violence 
and fear. When children are not constrained 
by fear and their imagination and confidence 
are not crushed by the overwhelming threat 
of violence at home, in schools, on the streets, 
online - children are free to play, explore, learn, 
create and grow. Violence and fear create 
conditions of chronic stress and the effects of 
such toxic stress have been well-established 
including most recently in series of special 
articles on early childhood development 
and on adolescent health and development. 
Stress affects children psychologically 
affecting their emotional wellbeing, behaviour, 
interpersonal skills, relationships and their 
cognitive functioning or in other words, the 
way that they learn, process information and 
acquire knowledge. Less visible yet equally as 
critical for children, is the physical effect that 
stress has on the brain. Toxic stress such as 
exposure to violence and chronic fear, affects 
the structure of the brain, its chemistry and 
function. Unless attended to, toxic stress 
increases the risk for stress-related health 
problems such as heart disease, obesity, 
anxiety, depression, diabetes and substance 
abuse, problems that will persist well through 
adolescence and adulthood if no intervention 
is made.

The MICS5 survey for Belize, released by 
UNICEF and Statistical Institute of Belize in 
June this year reported that 65% of Belizean 
children aged 1 – 14 years experienced harsh 
or violent discipline on a regular basis. The 
same study found that children aged 1 – 4 
years were more likely than children in any 
other age group to be subjected to violent 

FROM THE DESK OF THE REPRESENTATIVE:
WWW.UNICEF.ORG/BELIZE

UNMASKING THE FAMILIAR FACE OF VIOLENCE IN THE LIVES OF CHILDREN & ADOLESCENTS…

“Safety and security don’t just happen, they are the result 
of collective consensus and public investment. We owe our 
children, the most vulnerable citizens in our society, a life free 
of violence and fear.”
 -Nelson Mandela, Former President of South Africa

discipline in their homes and at the hands of 
their loved ones. Further, teenagers aged 15 – 
19 years in Belize, the youngest respondents 
in the national MICS survey, were more willing 
than respondents in any other age group in 
the survey to accept that a husband should 
beat his wife. The report did not capture 
data on gun violence, sexual violence, road 
traffic injuries in children and adolescents, 
child labour, exposure to domestic violence 
or cyberbullying however the steady flow of 
media reports in Belize confirm that children 
are in no way spared the fear and experience 
of these forms of violence.

The new UNICEF report on violence against 
children and adolescents presents troubling 
data on many of these forms of violence 
towards children. For example, according to 
the report, the Latin American and Caribbean 
region is home to just 10% of the world’s 
teenage population yet half of all adolescents 
murdered each year are in this region. Further, 
the low reporting of cases of violence indicates 
the gripping effect of fear as well as the social 
tolerance of violence against children and 
adolescents globally. The UNICEF report noted 
that globally, 9 million teenage girls aged 15 – 
19 years were forced into sex, 90% of them by 

someone they knew and yet only 1% sought 
professional help. Almost all of these teenage 
girls lacked critical knowledge of, support 
or confidence in the system for protection 
and justice and so every one of them has 
been left unheard, let down, unprotected and 
vulnerable.

© UNICEFBelize/2017/KVaughn

End Violence Training for Children Advisory Body in Belize

Visit to Belize City Schools participating in RESTORE Belize Early Warning System pilot initiative

© UNICEFBelize/2017/DIsaacs-Haylock
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These actions are reflected in UNICEF’s support in Belize. In partnership with the Ministry of Labour and Local Government (MLLG), 
UNICEF has supported Belize to develop a strategy for children and adolescents that includes the Sustainable and Child Friendly 
Municipality Initiative with the Children Advisory Body (CAB) as a centrepiece for ensuring that children’s voices are heard 
systematically in our mechanisms for governance. The integration of the CAB in the municipal government structure ensures 
promotion and respect for child and adolescent citizen participation. Through the Time Out End Violence Campaign, these children, 
CAB members, raise the awareness of adults, parents and entire communities on violence prevention including bullying and armed 
and sexual violence. 

UNICEF, has partnered with the Productive Organization for Women in Action (POWA) to conduct violence prevention training with 
children in Southern Belize, Dangriga Town and the Stann Creek District. The goal is to strengthen children’s capacity to identify and 
report cases of child abuse and advocate with families and communities for increased reporting and zero-tolerance.

UNICEF and RESTORE Belize continue to build the resilience of children living in at-risk communities. Programmes like Metamorphosis 
offer psycho-social services to young boys in the southside of Belize City. The Pannerifix Steel Pan endorses positive and productive 
engagement and the concept of ‘Beat a Pan Not a Man’; while literacy programmes and early warning systems using literacy as a 
tracer to identify vulnerable children to receive intervention and support in the early years at school, work as preventative rather 
than reactive methods of intervention.

To directly support families, UNICEF supports parent and teacher training sessions conducted in partnership with the Child 
Development Foundation (CDF) and Youth Enhancement Services (YES) for and in communities with the view to educate families on 
the impact of violence on children, identify child abuse and strengthen existing processes for referring suspected cases of abuse to 
the relevant authorities and agencies. 

UNICEF also partners with RESTORE to support capacity building sessions for duty bearers in armed violence prevention. To ensure 
both quality and equity in access to justice, UNICEF complements its support to capacity building with support to expand access for 
rural families to counselling and guidance on child protection through free legal advice offered by Belize Legal Aid Services as well 
as support to expand Child Friendly Courts (CFC) through partnership with the Supreme Court of Belize.

This work is a marathon and not a sprint… transforming social norms and behaviours that condone violence and discriminatory 
practices won’t be achieved overnight.  However, the goal to end violence against children and adolescents remains clear, we 
remain resolute in our belief that this can and will be achieved in Belize and we remain hopeful because of the voices of children 
expressing not only hope but their commitment to action to end violence #ForEveryChild.  #EndViolence

For more information about the Global Partnership to End Violence Against Children and UNICEF’s work in Child Protection, visit:
www.end-violence.org/ and https://www.unicef.org/protection/ 

1. Adopting well-coordinated national 
action plans to end violence against 
children

2. Strengthen the legal and policy 
framework to protect children and 
adolescents from various forms of 
violence, monitor and enforce it.

3. Engage schools, parents, community 
members, including children and 
adolescents, in dialogue and 
community-based action to help shift 
norms that condone and perpetuate 
violence. 

4. Implement policies that focus on 
violence prevention -strengthen 
social service systems and their 
responsiveness to children, access 
to justice and the sensitive treatment 
of children, firearms control, child 
and community participation.

WWW.UNICEF.ORG/BELIZE

© UNICEFBelize/2017/KVaughn

End Violence Training for Children Advisory Body in BelizeUNICEF recommends the following 
actions to end violence against children 
and adolescents:

http://www.end-violence.org/
https://www.unicef.org/protection/
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CHILDREN SPEAK OUT:

MUSIC GAVE ME VOICE…  
THE PERSON BEHIND THE SHY SMILE 

“I was so excited! Little me from a poor neighbourhood on the big stage!”

My name is Lyndajah Romero. I was born in 
Belize City on July 25, 2002 on Mex Avenue 
in Belize City. I am the fourth child of six 
(6) children for my mother who is a single 
parent. I attended Wesley Primary School 
and graduated in June 2015. With financial 
assistance and my mother’s hard work, my 
twin brother Lyndon, my older brother Justin 
and I started Wesley College in August 2015.  
We are now in third form and we are looking 
forward to graduation in 2019. I have always 
been a shy person but I liked to play football 
and enjoyed the company of my friends.  
Growing up in a family with six (6) children has 
not been easy.  However, my mother is a strong 
leader and will go all the way to support us in 
whatever we do.  

My grade average at Wesley College is in the 
70 percentile, and I have never yearned for 
popularity.  I could never remember playing 
a musical instrument in my entire life. In 
fact, for my mother music classes are not 
affordable. However, that changed in July of 
2014 when my aunt the famous KREM Radio 
personality Ya Ya Marin Coleman informed 
us of the Pandemonium Steel Band summer 
classes. This program funded by UNICEF 
through RESTORE Belize offered free steel 
band classes and it was geared to children 
from neighbourhoods such as the one I live 
in. After those classes, my three brothers and 
I were invited by the band leader Mr. Alex 
Evans to join the newly formed Pandemonium 
Junior Band. It is then that I believe a new 
chapter of my life started.  We practiced hard 
and we performed in December 2014 at the 
Pandemonium Christmas Concert.  It was not 
a large audience, but to see my Mom there 
and to be with my Pandemonium Steel Band 
members and the leaders was special.  In 
February 2015, our first public playout was the 
Albert Street Arts Fest.  People came out to 
watch us and I was so happy and excited.  

I never realized I had talent in music and now 
wanted to continue playing with the band.  We 
continued to practice throughout the months 
and summer school vacation. Band Leader 
Mr. Alex had told us we would be performing 
for the first time at national celebrations Pan 
Yaad Concert 2016. The previous year, the 

seniors had made a huge impact in their first 
appearance. The band leaders prepared us 
well. Then came the day for Pan Yaad 2015. 
I was excited.  We received our beach type 
outfits for dress rehearsal at the House of 
Culture.  We knew we would be the first 
band to perform at Pan Yaad.  We would be 
performing with other distinguished bands like 
the Paneriffix and the Pantempters seniors 
and juniors. 

We arrived at Pan Yaad that night.  There was 
a little complication for us to enter the House 
of Culture so as children do, we ran up and 
down outside and played in all our excitement.  
The problem was resolved and we entered the 
compound. Mr. Alex told us since we were 
first, we could set the stage. The House of 
Culture was already packed. Then came the 
big moment.  The master of ceremonies called 
for the “26-players-strong Pandemonium 
Juniors”. No one knew what to expect. Mr. 
Roger Bradley from RESTORE Belize told us 
that his Director Mary Vasquez and Chief 
Executive Officer in the Office of the Prime 
Minister Ms. Audrey Wallace were there. We 
got the crowd roaring when we started off with 
Paul Nabor’s “Naguya Nei”. The pace picked 
up as we played our second song. And then 
we really set Pan Yaad on fire when we ended 
with “Raise”.  This unknown group of children 
really electrified the crowd at Pan Yaad and set 
the stage for then the biggest Pan Yaad ever. I 
was so excited, I thought “Little me from a poor 

neighbourhood on the big stage!”  I stayed for 
the entire concert and danced all night as the 
other bands played after us.  

A few days later, Mr. Alex asked me to play with 
the senior band for the national celebrations 
parades on September 10 and 21. The love 
and care of my teachers Mr. Alex Evans, Mr. 
Kandice and Mr. Ryan have really made me 

feel a part of such a good program. In 2016 
again our junior band set the stage for the best 
Pan Yaad at the Marion Jones Stadium with 
our hit song “Can you Feel It”. Over the three 
years in this band, there have been social 
mixers, opportunities for training in life skills 
and child protection so we could build our 
self-esteem and character, learn more about 
child abuse and be aware.  Now I am doing a 
music theory class with Ms. Giselle O’Brien at 
Pallotti High School with the curriculum from 
the London School of Music. 2017 Pan Yaad is 
on the horizon and I know we will be a hit once 
again.

I see more opportunities to develop myself 
with the Pandemonium Steel Band, but I also 
want to keep my grades at school up as I want 
to be a lawyer when I grow up.   

To learn more about UNICEF’s work in Belize:
http://www.unicef.org/belize/

http://www.unicef.org/belize/
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FROM THE PERSPECTIVE…
Creeping back from the brink of destruction…  The Caribbean Story

Anguilla’s Recovery Story from the Perspective of UNICEF Belize 
Education and Early Childhood Development Officer Denise Robateau…

Hurricanes Irma and Maria wreaked havoc 
on our Caribbean neighbours in 2017. The 

Islands of Dominica, Anguilla, Barbuda, St. 
Martin, St. Kitts & Nevis and Guadalupe were 
hit hard and reported devastating losses in 
housing, buildings and other infrastructure.  
Barbuda and Dominica reported 90% 
destruction to the physical infrastructure, 
while Barbuda had to be evacuated on the 
heels of one category five storm as another 
was breathing down its neck threatening to lay 
waste to the little left behind.  The lives of the 
people were turned upside down as the howling 
winds seemingly spared no effort to leave their 
marks. Along with the physical destruction 
was the impact to the lives of families and 
children. As the clouds rolled back, the winds 
died off, the rains simmered to gentle patters, 
the light of day showed the path of ruin. But 
life goes on and recovery must commence.  

A people’s resilience was tested in a way 
it probably had not been tested before. 
And as the recovery efforts begun, UNICEF 
Belize eagerly joined other country offices 
responding by offering the technical 
assistance of our human resources. Belize 

“The men are severely 
affected. I hear it in how 
they speak of the storm. 
Women shed tears, while 
sharing their experiences 
and children cower just at 
the sound of rain or wind, or 
the name of Irma. The people 
of Anguilla have coined a 
term Anguilla Strong.  I was 
not first in response to the 
disaster, so when I came a 
month later, I started to see 
a people pulling together to 
move on. It was hard to hear 
of the trauma. This was truly 
a traumatic experience for 
the people of Anguilla.” 

-Denise Robateau,
UNICEF Belize Education and Early 
Childhood Officer

© UNICEFBelize/2017/DRobateau

Emergency Recovery initiatives by UNICEF in Anguilla

is no stranger to the potential devastation of 
natural disasters. Our response was almost 
instinctive. Our neighbours needed us; the 
call went out and we responded. Our country 
office fielded three (3) persons to help UNICEF 
Eastern Caribbean as the coordination of the 
massive recovery effort commenced. Staff 
Members Project Assistant Stasha Sheppard 
and Administrative Assistant Mellissa Rivero 
were deployed to the office in Barbados, while 
Education and Early Childhood Development 
Officer Denise Robateau was assigned 
to Anguilla to lead the efforts there. She 
sends us her report from that island nation.

On 6th September 2017, Hurricane Irma struck 
Anguilla with Category 5 hurricane force 
winds.  Irma battered Anguilla threatening 
livelihoods and while only causing one 
death, Irma seriously damaged housing and 
other buildings including schools, displacing 
many people in the country. Following the 
event, Anguilla’s Department of Emergency 
Management collaborated with Caribbean 
Disaster Emergency Management Agency 
(CDEMA) to conduct a detailed needs 
assessment of the situation. The United Nations 

participated actively in the assessment teams.

Approximately 3,778 children under 18 years 
old were affected by the impact of Hurricane 
Irma with approximately 1,058 of them being 
boys and girls under the age of five years. 
Education in Anguilla is compulsory for all 
boys and girls between the ages of 5 to 17 
years, and records a near 100% enrolment 
rate within the island’s six primary schools and 
one secondary school, which includes a junior 
college. All of the primary and secondary 
schools experienced significant damage 
to roofing, windows, doors, educational 
equipment and learning resources. The start 
of the new school year in September was 
therefore delayed as a result of the hurricane.

There are 14 registered Early Childhood 
Development (ECD) or day care centres 
in Anguilla, which cater to children aged 
0 to 2 years. These centres fall under the 
responsibility of the social development 
sector. A further 9 registered pre-schools 
cater to the early education of children 
aged 3 - 5 years. Pre-schools are under 
the responsibility of the education sector. 
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Some of day care centres and pre-schools 
also suffered damages from winds and rain.

UNICEF does not have a fulltime office in 
Anguilla. With that, Denise Robateau’s role 
remains critical as she is on the ground in the 
country carrying out the physical coordination 
of the work with strong support from the 
UNICEF Office for the Eastern Caribbean 
based in Barbados.  UNICEF’s role is to support 
the Government and other partners on the 
ground to return the lives of the children 
and adolescents to as close to normalcy as 
possible. Among UNICEF’s priorities are:

Denise Robateau reports, “As the Emergency 
Coordinator for Anguilla, I am supporting the 
UNICEF disaster response along with many 
others in the Eastern Caribbean Area. To 
support rapid resumption of teaching and 
learning, UNICEF has introduced the custom-
designed School-in-a-Box and recreation kits 
to all six schools, with personal deliveries 
to all six (6) principals of the six (6) primary 
schools, the Disaster Management Director 
and four (4) education officers. So far, UNICEF 
has supported the distribution of 63 Schools-
in-a box, 28 recreation kits and 6 tents for 
school activities. I also shared the emergency 
curriculum for education and reviewed 
the contents of the module. A session was 
facilitated for all teachers in coordination with 
the Department of Education as an emergency 
curriculum was distributed to primary school 
teachers, with psychosocial activities 
integrated.” 

Water, Sanitation and Hygiene Promotion (WASH)

• Protection for the most vulnerable children and adolescents through the establishments of safe spaces
• Psychosocial support to the most affected children and adolescents 
• Re-establishment of the education system, including Early Childhood Development services, as the main protective environment 
• Participation and engagement of families and children and adolescents in the recovery efforts
• Further recovery planning to include social protection for the most vulnerable.

With the trauma from the storm’s impact 
evident among the people of Anguilla, 
psychosocial support is critical. Return to 
Happiness Train-the-Trainers courses were 
held and is being rolled-out on the island. The 
first training included 24 pre-school teachers 
and the roll-out efforts are immediate with 
a Training of Trainers planned along with 
training in schools to ensure the well-being 
and psychosocial recovery of the children. 
Altogether, this support for early childhood 
development, education and psychosocial 
care will positively benefit 3,250 or nearly 90% 
of all children in Anguilla.

The work continues. “Despite the evident 
trauma, the huge need to reconstruct and the 
long recovery road. I see a people working 
hard. A concerned Government about the 
children and within a span of about 6 weeks, 
all children (100%) are back in school. A true 

testament to “Anguilla Strong,” says Denise 
Robateau.

To learn more about UNICEF’s work in 
Emergencies in our Caribbean Region, visit: 
https://www.unicef.org/appeals/caribbean_
hurricanes.html

© UNICEFBelize/2017/DRobateau
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WHAT DOES A CHILD-FRIENDLY COURT LOOK LIKE?
In Belize, Punta Gorda’s Child-friendly Family Court is setting the bar for the rest 
of the country by showing how you make a court fit for children

I step into the building, Ms Tricia Collins, the Court’s Intake and 
Welfare Officer is waiting for me with a beaming smile. We walk 
into the court’s interview room and make ourselves comfortable 
on the large maroon couch. After a few minutes of chatting, I dive 
in and ask her about the Family Court and the role she plays in 
it. Opened in January 2016, Punta Gorda’s Family Court in Toledo 
District is the country’s first Child-friendly Family Court. The 
court is part of the Judiciary’s comprehensive reform to promote 
children’s rights when children access the judicial system, which 
UNICEF Belize has supported since 2014. With glowing pride, Ms 
Collins explains to me that she wears several hats at the court: the 
intake hat, the welfare hat and the mediation hat. At first sight they 
seem to be distinctly different, however the roles often overlap. 

As Intake Officer, she is responsible for vetting cases by 
interviewing individuals who seek assistance from the court. 
If the case is pertinent to the Family Court, she creates an 
application for it and assists applicants throughout the process; 
otherwise she refers them as appropriate. Common cases 
include custody, protection orders for domestic violence cases 
and cases for juvenile offenders. As Welfare Officer, she makes 
recommendations to the magistrate before a judgement is passed 
(e.g. on legal custody cases). “I interview parents and children to 
get both their views on what is happening. I go into homes and 
check if the place is safe for a child. Using my social worker skills, 
I put it all together and make recommendations,” she explains.

Particularly unique to the Child Friendly Court is the floor where 
children are interviewed. That space is considered safe and 
friendly to children allowing them to relax and play… just be 
children. When Ms Collins opens the playroom/interview room 
door, I feel like I’m catapulted back into my childhood, when 
playing Disney’s Little Mermaid was one of my favourite pastimes. 
The room is enveloped in bright blue walls, where colourfully-
painted fish and corals recreate a miniature barrier reef. Very apt, 
we are in Belize, after all and it boasts the longest barrier reef in 
the western hemisphere! A play mat is in the corner as well as 

It is a hot December morning in Punta Gorda. The sky is cloudless 
and the sun is dazzling. By 9.30 a.m. the immaculate white Family 

Court building is buzzing with activity, like a beehive on a summer 
day. As soon as I cross the entrance gate I am greeted by a 
colourful and scattered line of people, waiting to be called in while 
they keep themselves busy in the shady porch. A few of them grab 
my attention: a Mayan mother in a green woven skirt is pacing up 
and down the corridor to soothe her crying baby; a middle-aged 
Creole woman is sitting on a bench while discretely chatting on 
her phone; and a dark-skinned Garifuna young man is keeping 
himself to himself. “Welcome to Belize and its beautiful diversity!” 

Originally written by Martina Tomassini (former Communications Consultant of UNICEF), edited to accommodate newsletter 
publication by Daedra Isaacs-Haylock – Communications Officer of UNICEF

© UNICEFBelize/2017/MTomassini

Child Friendly Court in Punta Gorda Town, Toledo

http://www.UNICEF.org/BELIZE
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a small round table with little chairs where 
younger ones can sit and play; on the shelves 
are toys for different age groups - teddy bears, 
plastic cars, dolls, books and board games.

“I remember a case of a mother who allegedly 
was physically abusive with her children, a 
14-year-old and an 8-year-old,” Ms Collins tells 
me. “I interviewed the boys in this playroom. 
We played a puzzle game together. Later, 
the elder brother was sitting on the yellow 
bouncing a ball while answering my questions. 
They were more relaxed. I can get more from 
them. Children’s attention span is short.” Ms 
Collins continues, “Conducting an interview 
in a neutral environment may feel like an 
interrogation for children, who sometimes 
might be reluctant to speak. Instead, you can 
have a meaningful interaction using games 
and paint,” she explains. In that case, the 
14-year-old boy loved football and clothing. She 
reported that as she chatted with the teenager 
she put him at ease before asking if he could 
draw a picture of how he’d like things to be 
now.  He drew an airplane because he wanted 
to go to Florida where his relatives are. He 
drew himself but didn’t draw his parents, nor 
his brother. “He was distancing himself from 
what was going on,” Ms Collins concludes. 
While the playroom is central to the processes 
of the Court and being able to assist children 
and families adequately, the entire facility is 
designed with children as the central focus.  
Even the bathroom is a real eye candy: 
colourful polka dot walls, a tiny toilet built 
on a step for easy access and a flush button 
with a smiley on top of it. When we return to 
the playroom I find Mr Francisco Cayetano* 

waiting for me: a parent who has experienced 
the Family Court first hand. He explains that 
his case was about the custody of his seven-
year-old son. He was never legally married 
to the mother of his child.  Now separated, 
he came to the Family Court in March 2016 
to settle who should take care of their child. 
“We heard about the Family Court in the news 
and decided to come here. We met with a 
lady [Ms Collins] who was very professional 
in highlighting our points of conflict and made 
us feel comfortable,” explains Mr Cayetano. 
“Now I take care of the child during the week 
and his mother looks after him on weekends. I 
am happy with the result of us coming here,” 
he concludes.

The Courts Coordinator Ms Lisa Griffith is a 
bubbly lady who has seen many legal cases 
in her life. When asked about the biggest 
changes since the opening of the Family Court, 
she replies, “The new Family Court in Punta 
Gorda gives people the opportunity to have a 
safe space to vent and seek assistance. When 
the Family Court did not exist, families had to 
go to the Magistrate Court. The Magistrate 
Court works in a different way and is not 
designed specifically for families and children. 
Nobody would sit down with them and listen, 
which sometimes is all people need.”At the 
Magistrate Court, family matters compete with 
criminal ones, so it is difficult for family matters 
to receive the priority demanded and these 
cases may drag on as a result with delayed 
resolution. “It’s important for family cases to 
be addressed promptly: it’s children’s lives we 
are dealing with,” said Ms. Griffith.

All in all, facilities are more welcoming and 
responsive to the needs of families and 
children. The actual courtroom is simple: a 
couple of wooden tables, a few chairs and 
little else. A mirror on the left wall - a two-
way mirror - connects the courtroom with an 
adjoining room, where children can observe 
the hearing, while being protected from 
anything (or anyone) that may make them feel 
uncomfortable or threatened. A social worker 
from Human Development Services assists the 
child. A social worker since 2003, Ms Lavern 
Castillo has witnessed many cases, inside 
the courtroom. “What I love about this [the 
Family Court] is that the child involved in the 
case feels comfortable and at ease,” she says 
enthusiastically. This is particularly necessary 
and a benefit when handling mattes of sexual 
abuse of children.“I worked on a case with 
a 13-year-old girl who was sexually abused 
by her father in the presence of her mother. 
She was removed from her home and placed 
under her aunt’s care in Belize City. The girl 
has been receiving counselling ever since to 
help her cope with the abuse,” Ms Castillo tells 
me. “During the hearing the child was in the 
room with the two-way mirror. She could see 
the people in the courtroom but they couldn’t 
see her. I explained to her what was going to 
happen, so that she would be prepared. She 
was there to be aware of what was said during 
the hearing when the time came for her to be 
called in and interviewed by the magistrate, 
without her parents present,” Ms. Castillo 
explains.

Michelle Segura, UNICEF Belize Child 
Protection Officer remarked with satisfaction, 

© UNICEFBelize/2017/MTomassini

Child Friendly Court in Punta Gorda Town, Toledo
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“There is a substantial demand for the services 
offered by the Family Court and this is evident 
in the data demonstrating the record of cases 
that have been presented to the Court.” 

In the year 2016, the Child Friendly Court in 
Punta Gorda disposed of 1,004 cases dealing 
with matters ranging from child and spousal 
maintenance,   cases for children who came 
in conflict with the law, cases referred by the 
Department of Human Services, children’s 
custody issues, violation of court protection 
orders, violation of other court orders, cases 
where children are victims of abuse, violence 
or other violations, domestic and gender 
based violence issues, alternative sentencing 
cases for children and even mediation for  

© UNICEFBelize/2017/MTomassini
Child Friendly Court in Punta Gorda Town, Toledo

matters dealing with family issues. From 
the start of 2017 to October, the data shows 
that 1,061 cases spanning the similar above 
stated issues have been disposed of by the 
Child Friendly Court in Punta Gorda Town.

In Belizean culture, it is widely believed that a 
child should be seen but not heard. Children 
are not encouraged to speak up, even when 
they are the victims in a situation. Article 12 of 
the Convention on the Rights of the Child calls 
on all states to put mechanisms in place to 
assure children the right to express their views 
freely according to their capabilities. The same 
article goes further to state that this right to 
be heard must be protected and provided for 
especially in any judicial and administrative 

proceedings affecting the child. The Family 
Court in Belize is designed to ensure that 
children are heard. The Court represents 
exactly the kind of measure called for in the 
CRC and is thus an exciting and transformative 
initiative for Belize. 

*Name changed to protect identities.

To learn more about UNICEF’s work in Child 
Protection, visit: 

https://www.unicef.org/protection/

https://www.unicef.org/protection/
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WORLD CHILDREN’S DAY:  

STATE OF THE WORLD’S CHILDREN:  
On December 11, UNICEF will launch its flagship publication “The State of the World’s Children 2017: Children in a Digital World”.  
The publication examines ways in which digital technology has already changed children’s lives and life chances and explores what 
the future may hold.  The document contends that if leveraged in the right way and universally accessible, digital technology can 
be a game-changer for children being left behind, whether because of poverty, race, ethnicity, gender, disability, displacement or 
geographic location.  This can be done through connecting them to a world of opportunity and providing them with the skills they 
need to succeed in a digital world.  The publication also states that unless we expand access, digital technology may exacerbate 
inequality and prevent some children from fulfilling their potential.  Immediate action is necessary to keep pace with the rapid changes, 
online risks may make children more susceptible to exploitation, abuse and even trafficking as well as more subtle threats to their 
well-being.  The report launches worldwide, look out for our social media platform posts and online links for the complete report.

On November 20th, we celebrate World Children’s Day.  UNICEF is promoting an awareness of children’s rights under a public advocacy 
campaign “Children Take Over”.  The campaign will see children from around the world take over key roles in media, politics, business, 
sport and entertainment to voice their support for millions of their peers who are unschooled, unprotected and uprooted.  In Belize, 
UNICEF is working with two local media houses – Love FM/Love TV and Channel 5 to promote the children’s take over campaign via 
their national broadcasts.  Look out to see some new faces hosting your popular morning shows and as nightly newscast reporters.  
The Ministry of Education has also shared the UNICEF School Toolkits with their District Education Officers in the hope that some 
of the schools in their area will conduct a Children’s Take Over activity in the classroom, teaching the rights of children as provided 
for in the Convention on the Rights of the Child, which Belize has signed and ratified.  The celebration of World Children’s Day marks 
the anniversary of the adoption of the Convention on the Rights of the Child and the mobilisation of the first World Children’s Day.

https://www.facebook.com/UNICEFBelize/

For more about UNICEF Belize’s work, visit: http://www.unicef.org/belize/

https://twitter.com/UNICEFbelize https://www.youtube.com/user/unicefbelize
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